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THE POWER OF STORY

O

ne of the reasons I so treasure time
at a Truck Club (Association) Meeting, is to sit with people I don’t particularly
know, to expand my contacts that I can
work with, and to listen to experiences
they had that help me learn what to do
(and what NOT to do!). You know, shortcuts, dealing with frustrating customers,
or frustrating office managers, sales
managers…you know the drill.
If you are NOT part of a club/association, then you know the drill, but your
sources for ways to deal with them is
much more limited, and that’s unfortunate. We are moving toward using this
platform for the benefit of all, but especially for readers who are unable to be
with a group of commercial/fleet peers
on a regular basis. We are starting a
new “topic” in the magazine, similar to
FLYING Magazine’s “I learned about flying from that…” in which a pilot tells the
story of a challenge they faced as result
of some kind of weather, or instrument,
or fuel issue.
These stories will not be as adrenalizing as those, but hopefully they will help
us “pilots” fly more successfully. Stories
about how someone dealt with a tough
customer, or a tough bodybuilder, or a
tough office manager, etc. We’re going to call it “Cup o’ Joe,” at someone’s
insistence. Yes, I’ll be the writer, and I
have a few stories, many that are embar-

rassing or downright humiliating, but I’ll
be transparent and tell the true story (as
I remember it)…and then maybe offer a
conclusion as to what I learned.
Maybe what I learned “…from that” will
shed some light on a similar situation you
find yourself in some day. Maybe you’ll
just be able to laugh at how stupid I was:
there are plenty of those, too.
If you have a really good one, whether
as a FordPro at a dealership, as a salesperson at a distributor or bodybuilder,
etc., and want to remain anonymous for
any reason (like…it’s embarrassing!), I’ll
be happy to twist it as something that
happened to me (or to someone I know)
and keep the rest confidential.
Let’s have some fun! Let’s tell each
other about how we survived and built a
business in the face of feelings of isolation, frustration, and unique challenges
that only FordPros can have. We can
do better!
In the meantime,
let’s sell something!

hen the National Ford Truck Club
began in 2006, The Knapheide
Company was the first company that
the club approached as a sponsor, and
the first to immediately say, “yes!”
Actually Jim Bockenfeld, the National
Sales Manager, was the one to say it,
but it was with “Knap” at the helm, that
made the “Yes” an easy decision- a
great way to support FordPros across
the nation. His leadership was remarkable at so many levels: his legacy lives
on to the benefit of the entire industry.
- JOE
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Today’s Lesson:

Transfer Flow + U.S. Steel = Premier Fuel Tanks
With more than 35 years of experience, Transfer Flow is the leader in American-made fuel tank
systems. Unlike plastic aftermarket tanks, Transfer Flow fuel tanks are engineered for excellence
and crafted from the highest quality American materials.
Plastic aftermarket tanks are made using rotational molding, which results in varied material
thickness and may require additional underbody plates for protection. Our
premier fuel tanks are made with ReliaSteel®, high-yield U.S. aluminized
steel. So when it comes to durability, there are no questions!
All Transfer Flow fuel tanks ship as complete systems
and include every component needed for installation.
You can rest easy knowing that your Transfer Flow fuel
tank is safe, legal, reliable, and backed by our 6-year,
unlimited mileage warranty to keep your adventure
going mile after mile.

®

REPLACEMENT TANKS

REFUELING TANKS

(530) 809-3946 I TransferFlow.com

IN-BED TANKS

TOOL BOX COMBOS

A ROADMAP FOR TODAY’S TECHNOLOGY
E

very day more apps and cloud
services are introduced to make
our lives ‘easier’ – ha! How many of
you are tracking your health with an
Apple watch, or giving DNA testing
for Christmas? But with the advent
of AI (Artificial Intelligence), enhanced GPS, and increased urban
traffic congestion, just how soon will
we be seeing autonomous vehicles?
On October 30th, Waymo became
the first company to receive a permit
from the state of California to test
driverless vehicles without a backup
driver in the front seat. Having said
that, what is the real timing for autonomous vehicles to be on the road
and in our lives?
Taken from the recently published
Self-Driving Car Timeline – Predictions from the Top 11 Global Automakers, OEMs have a range of comments and statements, but overall

WORK TRUCK SOLUTIONS: TRADE SETTING, PAGE 20

the industry expects that we will see
a significant number of cars with
some self-driving capacity on the
highway by the early 2020’s. They
also expect that the first vehicles will
be luxury cars or part of commercial
fleets.

I fully expect that in not much more
than a decade your driver’s license
might not be a ‘privilege’ any more….
and with the way a lot of drivers are
driving today, I am not sure that I will
mind.
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HIGHBEAMS
In The

TRANSFER FLOW DEBUTED
NEW FORD REPLACEMENT
FUEL TANK SYSTEMS AT
SEMA 2018

T

ransfer Flow debuted a new
50-gallon replacement fuel tank
system for Ford’s brand new 2018
F-150 Power Stroke diesel in the
New Products Showcase at the
SEMA Show in Las Vegas, Oct. 30
through Nov. 2.
Transfer Flow revealed the company’s first project vehicle, “The
Compass,” in the Ford Motor Co.
booth (#22200) at the SEMA Show.
“The Compass,” a 2018 Ford F-150
Power Stroke diesel, is designed
to be the ultimate family adventure
vehicle featuring the new Transfer
Flow 50-gallon replacement tank, a

custom 40-gallon fuel tank and tool
box combination system, and all the
creature comforts to make the journey as enjoyable as the destination
and family memories that will last a
lifetime.
The replacement fuel tank system
was also on display alongside TFI’s
premier refueling, auxiliary, and fuel
tank tool box combination systems
in the Transfer Flow booth (#33051)
in the Upper South Hall at the SEMA
Show.
Transfer Flow, the leading manufacturer of premier American-made
fuel systems, engineers and manufactures aftermarket fuel tank systems and vehicle accessories in
Chico, California. Backed by their
6 year, unlimited mile warranty and
industry-leading customer service,
Transfer Flow fuel tanks are versatile for every need, including high-

capacity replacement tanks, in-bed
auxiliary tanks, refueling tanks, and
fuel tank tool box combination systems.
For additional information
call (530) 893-5209 or
go to www.TransferFlow.com
Installing Tank Replacement

1-2pg Ford ad January2016_final_layout 1/18/16 11:57 AM Page 1

THE PROFESSIONAL’S

Smart
Choice
UNICELL
AEROCELL TRANSIT

• Fuel Efficient and Attractive Aerodynamic Designs
• Extremely Durable One Piece Fiberglass Construction
• Smooth Seamless Glossy Exterior “No Leaks!”
• Industry Leading Warranty

NOW AVAILABLE
The New Aerocell Transit

1.800.628.8914
www.unicell.com
sales@unicell.com

Dry Freight

Classicube
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Aerocell

Aerocell CW

Body & Equipment

In The

WORK TRUCK SOLUTIONS
BOOSTS COMMERCIAL
DEALERSHIP TRAFFIC WITH
NEW SOCIAL MEDIA SERVICE

W

ork Truck Solutions announced
a new social media ad management service for dealerships, called
BusinessBuilder. This is the first social
media ad campaign management service built specifically for commercial
vehicle dealerships.
BusinessBuilder is designed to
showcase a dealership’s commercial
vehicles on Facebook, Instagram,
and Messenger, as well as identifying and targeting the best audience
for the ads. The service is built to increase relevant web traffic to a dealer’s inventory.
This announcement comes after a
successful pilot program. On aver-

age, more than 20% of the tested
dealerships’ monthly site traffic was
attributed to BusinessBuilder. The
campaigns also earned an average
Facebook Click-Through-Rate (CTR)
of 1%, a 25% increase from the industry’s national average of 0.8%. To
carefully measure the results, the national pilot included dealerships from
markets in the Pacific Northwest,
Southeast, Midwest, and West Coast
regions.
Dealerships that sign up for BusinessBuilder start off working with a
Work Truck Solutions Digital Specialist who helps them to identify their
campaign goals. Work Truck Solutions then builds and manages highly-targeted social media campaigns
to promote those goals using the
commercial inventory specified by
the dealer. Dealers receive reports
and insights on how their campaigns
performed and what could be improved for future ads. Each monthly
campaign can be retargeted to im-

HIGHBEAMS

prove on the same goal or can be
shifted to achieve seasonal or vocationally targeted goals.
“Our overarching goal as a company is to help dealers modernize their
commercial truck sales,” says Sean
McGowan, Director of Marketing and
Communications at Work Truck Solutions. “A lot of commercial dealerships
have been running on a much older
business model, buying print or online
classified ads to try to sell their trucks.
But work truck buyers are modernizing quickly. Most business owners are
looking online for their trucks and their
first stop is their dealership’s website.
So, in addition to providing dealers
with the most optimized commercial
website possible, BusinessBuilder will
now drive interested buyers directly to
their inventory!”
BusinessBuilder is now available
for all dealerships in the Work Truck
Solutions network.
Find out more at
www.worktrucksolutions.com
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BUILT TO LAST
SERVICE CRANES

Choose a crane that is engineered and built to withstand the harshest work
conditions. VENTURO service cranes are rugged, high-quality and built to
last. Manufactured and built in the U.S.A., , VENTURO service cranes are
offered in a multitude of configurations including Full-Hydraulic,
Electric-Hydraulic and Electric Mast. The industry-leading Electric crane
line includes proportional controls, radio remotes and multiple
configurations.
MAKE SURE YOUR NEXT CRANE IS A VENTURO.

TRUCK CRANES

VENTURO.COM

Venturo Service Crane speciications are subject to change without notice.
Copyright ©2018 Venco Venturo Industries LLC. All rights reserved. Venturo Service Cranes are an equipment line of Venco Venturo Industries LLC.

PASSING OF A GREAT: H. W. “KNAP” KNAPHEIDE, III
For six generations,
Knapheide has
provided customers
with high-quality,
work-ready transportation solutions.
We pay honor to
a Work Truck industry leader, H.W.
Knap Knapheide, III

1967
KNAP JOINS
THE COMPANY
H. W. “Knap” Knapheide III
joins The Knapheide Manufacturing Company after completing his Bachelors of Science degree in Industrial Administration
from Kansas University.

1968
THE BIRTH OF THE
SERVICE BODY
Knap spearheads the launch
of Knapheide’s newest product
line, service bodies, which will
prove to be the company’s flagship product over the coming
decades.

1973
EARLY TROUBLE ON
THE MISSISSIPPI
Knapheide was forced to utilize
temporary buildings for three
months due to the Mississippi
River rising over twenty feet
above normal levels. Knap’s relentless efforts during the flood
instilled a high morale amongst
employees and soon the company was back on its feet.

1978
A NEW LEADER
Knap assumed the role of
President of The Knapheide
Manufacturing Company. Tapping into new markets with a
deep understanding of his customers, Knap began to lead the
company with great success.

70s & 80s
AGRICULTURE CRASH
AND
UNCERTAINTY
Peaking interest rates and declining commodity prices causes
Knapheide’s primary customer

base, small family farms, to
nearly vanish. Knap expands
further into the service body
market.

new facility helped strengthen
Knapheide’s position as the industry leader.

1988
PERSEVERANCE, NEW
MARKETS AND GROWTH
Knap forges ahead with service body production and Knapheide becomes the largest
manufacturer of service bodies.

2009
A SIGN OF FAITH FOR
THE COMMUNITY
Knap commissioned The
Wall of Faith, a monument that
stands as a symbol of the faith
that has guided his family and
family business over the many
years.

1993
DISASTER AND
A BOLD DECISION
Yet again, Knapheide’s West
Quincy facility is engulfed in
flood waters from the Mississippi River. Knap makes a decision that would have a profound
impact on the company’s future: to build a state-of-the-art,
480,000-square-foot manufacturing facility.

2018
BUILDING
FOR THE FUTURE
Knap diversifies company
product lines and increases capacity by constructing a highly
automated and technologically
advanced 188,000-square-foot
aluminum manufacturing facility.

1997
A NEW HOME
FOR KNAPHEIDE
Knap moves the company into
the new manufacturing facility at
1848 Westphalia Strasse. The
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THE BLUE OVAL
ROLLING OUT THE NEW & IMPROVED 2019 TRANSIT CONNECTS
BELLS AND WHISTLES

A

merica’s best-selling compact van,
Ford Transit Connect is significantly
updated for 2019 to provide more technology, versatility and comfort and to
help lower costs for personal and small
business customers.
Available in two models, a cargo van
and passenger wagon, and with two
wheelbase choices accommodating
five, six or seven passengers, plus three
trim levels – XL, XLT and Titanium –
there’s a Transit Connect for everyone.
Major changes under the hood include
an all-new powertrain and the first diesel engine available for Transit Connect.
A new 2.0-liter gasoline direct injection
I-4 is standard, while a new 1.5-liter
EcoBlue® turbocharged direct injection
diesel is available early in 2019. Both
engines feature standard Auto StartStop and are paired with a new 8-speed
SelectShift® automatic transmission.
Fleet customers can opt for a 2.5-liter iVCT I-4 gas engine with CNG/LPG
gaseous fuel prep package. Inside, upgraded front seating provides all-day
comfort, while a standard embedded
4G LTE modem with Wi-Fi can support
up to 10 devices with available wireless
charge pad. A 6.5-inch floating touch
screen – running SYNC® 3 with Apple
CarPlay™ and Android Auto™ capability – is standard on XLT and Titanium
trim levels and optional for XL. Transit
Connect gets a major upgrade for 2019
with new technologies and the most
driver-assist features in its class.
Both cargo van and passenger wagon
come with standard Pre-Collision Assist with Automatic Emergency Braking, side wind stabilization and a rearview camera. Available features include
Blind Spot Information System with
cross-traffic alert, Lane-Keeping System and Adaptive Cruise Control. New
front-end styling for bumper cover and
grille gives Transit Connect a freshened
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appearance, while new headlights add
available high-intensity discharge technology; new LED fog lamps are optional.
Five new 16-inch wheel designs in either
steel or aluminum are available.
THE PASSENGER WAGON

T

he 2019 Ford Transit Connect Passenger Wagon can now add best-inclass highway and combined fuel economy to its long list of winning features.
The 2019 Transit Connect has earned
EPA-estimated fuel economy ratings of
24 mpg city, 29 mpg highway and 26
mpg combined. These EPA-estimated
highway and combined fuel economy
ratings are best-in-class for gas-enginepowered vans.
Transit Connect Passenger Wagon’s
class-leading ratings come via a new
2.0-liter inline four-cylinder gasoline
direct injection engine with Auto StartStop paired to a new 8-speed automatic
transmission – for responsive aroundtown performance and low-rpm highway
cruising.
In addition, Transit Connect’s upcoming 1.5-liter EcoBlue® diesel – the only
available diesel in the segment – is targeted to return an EPA-estimated fuel

economy rating of at least 30 mpg highway. Final EPA fuel economy estimates
for the 2019 Transit Connect Passenger
Wagon’s all-new 1.5-liter EcoBlue diesel are expected early next year; customer mileage will vary.
With room for five to seven passengers and offering easy conversion to
cargo duty, the 2019 Ford Transit Connect Passenger Wagon takes care of
business with a versatility and maneuverability that make everyday adventures easy.
This wagon is one of the most affordable seven-passenger vehicles in the
United States. The long-wheelbase
model has more interior cargo volume
behind the first row than the 2018 Chevrolet Tahoe, making the task of getting
oversized items home a snap. And with
a turning radius of just 38.3 feet for the
short-wheelbase van, getting around
busy streets is easy.
For those who need to tow a trailer,
Transit Connect Passenger Wagon is
expected to offer unsurpassed towing
capability of 2,000 pounds when paired
with the available trailer tow package.
The 2019 Ford Transit Connect with
2.0-liter gas engine is on sale now.
More info at https://media.ford.com

THE BLUE OVAL

FORD INNOVATES WITH “MIRACLE” MATERIAL, POWERFUL GRAPHENE FOR VEHICLE PARTS

I

“The breakthrough here is not in the
material, but in how we are using it,” said
Debbie Mielewski, Ford senior technical
leader, sustainability and emerging materials. “We are able to use a very small
amount, less than a half percent, to help
us achieve significant enhancements in
durability, sound resistance and weight
reduction – applications that others
have not focused on.”

graphene, it’s the opposite.
“A small amount of graphene goes a
long way, and in this case, it has a significant effect on sound absorption qualities,” said John Bull, president of Eagle
Industries.
The graphene is mixed with foam constituents, and tests done by Ford and
suppliers has shown about a 17 percent reduction in noise, a 20 percent
improvement in mechanical properties
and a 30 percent improvement in heat
endurance properties, compared with
that of the foam used without graphene.
“We are excited about the performance benefits our products are able to
provide to Ford and Eagle Industries,”
said Philip Rose, XG Sciences’ chief
executive officer. “Working with early
Graphene was first isolated in 2004, adopters such as Ford Motor Compaand it’s dicovery won a Nobel Prize ny demonstrates the potential for grain 2010. In 2014, Ford began work- phene in multiple applications, and we
ing with suppliers to study the mate- look forward to extending our collaborarial and how to use it in running trials tion into other materials, and enabling
with auto parts such as fuel rail covers, further performance improvements.”
pump covers and front engine covers.
Graphene is expected to go into proGenerally, attempting to reduce noise duction by year end on over ten underinside vehicle cabins means adding hood components on the Ford F-150
more material and weight,
and,
eventually,
other Ford vehicles.
ATbut
THEwith
WORK
TRUCK
SHOW

© The Knapheide Manufacturing Company 2018

t’s in cell phones and even some
sporting goods – and soon, for the
first time in automotive, it will be under
the hood in Ford vehicles. Ford Motor
Company is announcing the use of graphene – a two-dimensional nanomaterial – in vehicle parts, timely with National Nanotechnology Day.
Graphene has recently generated the
enthusiasm and excitement in the automotive industry for paint, polymer and
battery applications.
Dubbed a “miracle material” by some
engineers, graphene is 200 times stronger than steel and one of the most
conductive materials in the world. It is
a great sound barrier and is extremely
thin and flexible. Graphene is not economically viable for all applications, but
Ford, in collaboration with Eagle Industries and XG Sciences, has found a way
to use small amounts in fuel rail covers,
pump covers and front engine covers to
maximize its benefits.
Graphene is a material used in coating, cell phones and even some sporting goods – and soon, will be used under the hood in Ford vehicles, a first in
automotive.

Building the best aluminum truck bodies required a new way of thinking. A new
approach to manufacturing. Our new state-of-the-art facility allows us to supply
our customers with the best aluminum truck bodies on the market.

// Learn more at knapheide.com
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THE BLUE OVAL

FORD CELEBRATES ALL-NEW 2019 RANGER

W

hen many of Michigan Assembly Plant’s 3,000 workers gathered at the plant, they were celebrating a rebirth in more ways than one.
“Ford truck fans demanded a midsize pickup that’s ‘Built Ford Tough,’
and we’re delivering with our all-new
Ranger that’s specially designed and
engineered for American truck customers,” said Joe Hinrichs, Ford’s
President of Global Operations. “At
the same time, we’re revitalizing our
Michigan Assembly Plant and securing good-paying jobs for our hourly
employees here in the U.S.”
Ford has invested $850 million to
build exciting new vehicles at Michigan Assembly Plant, including the
all-new Ranger for North America,
scheduled to begin production in
2020.
For Michigan Assembly, a sprawling 369-acre plant in Wayne, Mich.,
which opened in 1957 building station wagons, the start of Ranger pro-

duction marks a new era.
Ford is transforming its product
lineup, building on truck, SUV and
commercial vehicle strengths. Ranger is one of the first in an onslaught
of all-new vehicles that will see Ford
aim to replace more than 75 percent
of its current North American portfolio by 2020.
“UAW-Ford members take pride in
relaunching the all-new Ranger right
here in Michigan,” said UAW-Ford
Vice President Rory Gamble. “Our
UAW brothers and sisters take great
care in the quality and craftsmanship customers will discover when
they experience the relaunch of this
iconic nameplate.”
Powered by a 2.3-liter EcoBoost®
engine and class-exclusive 10-speed
automatic transmission, Ranger will
deliver driver-assist technologies
and connectivity features as well as
best-in-class payload, gas towing
and gas torque.

Michigan Assembly Plant Manager
Erik Williams says, “The Ranger is
back home in the U.S., and our employees at Michigan Assembly Plant
are thrilled to be able to build it for
our customers.”
Ranger offers such innovative technologies as standard Pre-Collision
Assist with Automatic Emergency
Braking, available Blind Spot Information System with class-exclusive trailer coverage, and available
SYNC® 3 with Apple CarPlay™ and
Android Auto™ compatibility.

Now Available
from TransitWorks...

Bus door
door option!
option!
Bus

Introducing the All New

IMPRESSION SERIES
VIP Style Transportation

Our new Ford Impression Series transporter delivers comfort and
safety combined with cost-efficient, stylish upgrades. It’s the perfect
revenue-generating people mover for all types of group events,
resort guest transportation, guided tours, and much more.
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Seating for
for up
up to
to
Seating
14 (w/driver)
(w/driver) and
and
14
luggage divider.
divider.
luggage

Find out more at
www.transit-works.com
Call 855.337.9579

FOCUS ON ALTFUEL

XL’S ELECTRIFIED FORD F-250
EARNS CALIFORNIA AIR
RESOURCES BOARD
EXECUTIVE ORDER

XL

the leader in connected vehicle electrification solutions
for commercial and municipal fleets,
today announced it has received approval from the California Air Resources Board (CARB) to sell hybrid electric
Ford F-250 pickup trucks in California,
marking the 14th CARB executive order achieved by the company. XL has
earned the highest number of CARB
executive orders for commercial vehicle
electrification in the entire automotive
industry. In addition, the company noted that its hybrid-equipped Ford F-250
improves fuel economy by an average
of 25%, while reducing CO2 emissions
by 20%, providing both an economic
and environmental advantage for fleets
across North America.
The California Air Resources Board
and other organizations continue to
pursue the statewide goals for reducing
greenhouse gases to 40 percent below
1990 levels by 2030, and part of the burden will rest on the transportation sector
to reduce emissions. Many commercial
and public fleets are deploying electrified fleet vehicles to meet these goals.
In addition to hybrid electric F-250s, XL
also offers hybrid electric (HEV) systems for Ford Transit vans, General
Motors vans and cutaways, and Ford
E-Series cutaways. XL introduced its
plug-in hybrid electric (PHEV) system
for Ford F-150s last year, highlighting
an MPG gain of 50% and CO2 reduction of 33%. As a result, commercial,
municipal and utility fleets have costeffective and scalable ways to achieve
sustainability goals, without impacting
vehicle performance or operations.
“The XLH system is helping us to be in
line with the California greenhouse gas
reduction standards for the vehicles
we use in the County,” said Mike Quan,

C.P.M. for the County of Los Angeles
Internal Services Department – Fleet
Services. “And the XL Link telematics
program will allow us to measure and
analyze speed, idling, vehicle drive
cycle, CO2 emissions reductions and
MPG.”
Clay Siegert, chief operating officer of
XL, said, “California continues to set a
high bar for electrified vehicle technology, and we’ve seen many U.S. states
following California’s lead. As a result of
this CARB executive order, XL provides
fleets with even more choices for electrified trucks and vans, while ensuring
that XL is well-positioned should California and other U.S. states tighten restrictions on conventional vehicles with
internal combustion engines.”
In October the XL team announced
that its customers have collectively surpassed 75 million total miles driven with
vehicles powered by XL’s hybrid electric (HEV) and plug-in hybrid electric
(PHEV) systems.
For more information contact
sales@xlfleet.com

LANDI RENZO USA
ANNOUNCES CALIFORNIA AIR
RESOURCES BOARD
CERTIFICATION FOR NEW
FORD F-250 & F-350 TRUCKS

L

andi Renzo USA, a division of Landi
Renzo Group, the global leader in alternative fuel systems, today announces the company achieved California Air
Resources Board (CARB) certification
for new Ford F-250 and F-350 pickup
trucks across all cab configurations
with compressed natural gas (CNG).
Landi Renzo’sEco-Ready Fleet™ CNG
systems help fleets run cleaner by lowering vehicle emissions and reducing
environmental impact, while decreasing

fuel costs and maintaining vehicle performance. With this CARB Executive
Order, Landi Renzo USA is the only
alternative fuel solutions developer and
installer that is CARB-certified for medium and light duty platforms.
“Receiving CARB certification for the
Ford F-250 and F-350 was a tremendous team effort and clearly demonstrates a strong commitment to fleet
customers,” said Andrea Landi, president, Landi Renzo USA. “Our systems
provide fuel economy improvements
and sustainability benefits for California
businesses, utility companies, commercial and municipal fleets. We have
a product roadmap that identifies highdemand vehicles for technology investments and we are maintaining global
leadership in alternative fuels through
continuous innovation.”
Exclusively for California and the markets requiring CARB certification, new
F-250 and F-350 trucks are offered
through Landi Renzo’s certified Ford
dealer network for ship-thru directly
to its Ford Qualified Vehicle Modifier
(QVM) installation facility located in Torrance, Calif. Nationally, Landi Renzo
has both ship-thru near Ford plants or
certified installer options for regional
support to accommodate its network of
dealers and fleets.
“The Ford Super Duty trucks are popular because of their generous payload
and towing capacity. We know our fleet
customers will benefit from this significant addition to our comprehensive
Ford product line with CNG,” added
Paul Shaffer, executive vice president
for business development with Landi
Renzo USA. “We will offer many options, including multiple CNG tank configurations and other essential equipment used in fleet operations for the
full-size pickup trucks.”
Landi Renzo USA provides one of
the broadest CARB and EPA-certified
Natural Gas Vehicle (NGV) product
portfolios available in the market, with
total turnkey solutions on a variety of
product platforms.
For more information, visit
https://www.landiusa.com, or email
pshaffer@landiusa.com or call Paul
Shaffer at (214) 263-6525
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TECHNOLOGY: PAST, PRESENT, FUTURE

ALTFUEL CORNER
I

CALIBRATING THE FUTURE: OLD VS NEW

had a good friend growing up
that owned an Atari. We were
both big baseball fans and he
owned the Atari baseball game. I
remember going over to his house
occasionally and battling it out,
though I don’t believe I ever beat
him. He owned me, but I didn’t
care. I got to play a baseball video
game.
I look back on that experience and
have to chuckle. The graphics were
awful, the sound was awful. You
couldn’t save a game, there were
no levels, no records, no season…
nothing. A simple game. There
was absolutely nothing about that
game that was realistic. To make
matters worse, every once in a
while, it would give you the screen
of death and everything was lost! I
don’t even know why we played it.
With this edition of FordPros, I
was asked to comment about technology and even perhaps, the challenges of technology.
The alternative fuel systems of
yesteryear were much like that Atari system from the late 70’s early
80’s. The first alternative fuel systems were very rudimentary. The
market was in it’s infancy and
there was very little refinement
from the installers – let alone the
OEM’s. Those of us who lived
through it would have a few choice
words about certain components
that made up a system.
Calibrations were less than spectacular and the likelihood there
would be issues – whether check
engine lights or system failures
was about as likely as that Atari
crashing.
Over the years, technology has
improved. Software has improved.
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Calibrations have improved. And
yes, Ford is involved to the point
of providing their Qualified Calibration Modifiers (QVM) essential
code data to ensure that calibrations for CNG/LPG vehicles, for
example, are as tight, robust, and
stable as possible.

Occasionally, I’ll speak with an
old-timer that tells me of all the
problems they had with CNG/
LPG back in the day. “We were the
first, but let me tell you about all
the problems!”. It’s not long before
we are talking about systems that
make me sweat. Let’s be honest.
They weren’t that great.
But, to think that the earliest of
systems have any comparison to today is to compare that Atari to the
PlayStation 4 my son plays at home.
We’ll play Home Run derby and
I’ll pick Babe Ruth or some other
famous home run hitter in the past.
And you know what, they actually

look like that person. They have advanced statistics that factor in all the
variables. It’s wild and fun.
I suppose this PS4 will be the Atari in the future…
Alternative fuel systems are quite
good today. Do they break occasionally? Sure. Just like any other
‘system’, but the reliability and
performance is very impressive.
The barrier to fleets adopting this
technology is virtually gone.
Of course, ensuring you are getting the best calibration for Ford
alternative fuel vehicles means that
you must work with those who
have committed to using QCM/
QVM’s. These companies adhere to
the highest standards in delivering
alternative systems for Ford commercial products.
So, the next time someone brings
up how CNG/LPG systems fail all
the time, ask them if they remember Atari.
.

ABOUT PAUL SHAFFER

Shaffer is the Executive Vice President
for Landi Renzo USA.
He started his alternative fuel vehicle
career in 1997 as an Air Force Captain.
He was instrumental in securing the first
Ford QVM designation for CNG in 2010.
He holds a B.S. in Industrial
Technology from Southern
Illinois University.

TECHNOLOGY: OPENING NEW DOORS

NEW WALK-IN ENTRY DOOR ON THE FORD TRANSIT

T

he ways passengers are being
transported today are constantly
being changed and expanded. There
is no better or more versatile vehicle
on the market than the Ford Transit. The Transit provides the perfect
“blank canvas” to vehicle designers
and builders like TransitWorks, Ford’s
number one Mobility upfitter for more
than 15 years in a row.
TransitWorks, based in Richfield,
OH, has been building on the Ford
Transit since the Transit’s launch.
Today they offer over a dozen
unique applications and multiple
configurations of the Transit including shuttles, crew vans, wheelchair
transport vans, prisoner transport
vans, luxury transporters, and even
a mobile office. And with their exclusive Smartfloor flexible flooring
system, there are literally over 1,000
changeable seating and wheelchair
configurations available on many of
these vehicles.
In response to the most popular request from public transit and
wheelchair transport companies for
curbside wheelchair and ambulatory access, TransitWorks has been
developing a new walk-in entry door
on the Ford Transit. The entry is
located behind the rear wheels on
the passenger side of an extended
length T-350. This entry coupled
with a power wheelchair lift located
at the sliding side door offers the
simplest and quickest option for both
ambulatory and wheelchair passenger loading and unloading.
Because it is built on the Ford
Transit, it follows the trends of many
companies and agencies looking for
smaller and more fuel efficient options to cutaway buses. The Transit
is more maneuverable, less costly to
operate, and has more appropriate
seating capacity especially for certain routes.
This vehicle design is one which
has not been seen since being of-

fered on the Ford Econoline, and
that vehicle was popular with public
transit agencies and on many government bids. The unibody construction of the Ford Transit posed a
design challenge to the TransitWorks
team. They worked closely with multiple outside automotive engineering
firms to finalize their plans and ran
numerous computer simulations.
The unique end product was part of
the Ford Commercial Vehicles display at the BusCon Expo, and is currently undergoing a patent filing.
The new walk-in entry option is just
one of nearly 100 innovative projects
the TransitWorks product development team has had on their schedule
for 2018. Their product development
team, led by Vice President of Product Innovation Denny Summers,
features a product manager, supply
chain manager, and several engineers. “Having strong relationships
with our partners at Ford helps us
better utilize and transform the versatile Ford Transit,” says Summers.
“We then can design and develop
new and innovative products which

often come from customer requests.”
Innovation is at the core of TransitWorks as they continue to create new
upfits and provide solutions for new
markets. One of these new markets
is the limo/livery market for which
they designed their new Impression
Series Ford Transit. The Impression
Series features standard amenities
including plush leather-style reclining seats for 14, reading lights and
USB ports at each row, and a generous rear luggage section, and options such as TV with DVD player,
Wi-Fi onboard, and bus door entry.
According to Denny Summers, the
best is yet to come. He is excited
as TransitWorks continues to take
on new projects and expand their
capabilities and resources to meet
the needs of customers throughout a
variety of markets.
Ford Dealers that would like to
be able to offer the TransitWorks
line of products should contact
TransitWorks Dealer Support at
330-815-6440
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TECHNOLOGY: MATERIAL SELECTION DONE RIGHT

IN the TRADES

By Taylor Steinberg
Corporate Sales Trainer, Knapheide

THE COMPLETE POWER SOLUTIONS PROVIDER

C

ommercial Ford salespersons
continue to enjoy and build on
the structural integrity and solid performance of the F-150 through F-550
series. The Knapheide Manufacturing
Company, utilizing over 170 years of
experience creating products to improve the performance of commercial
customers, brings a new line of aluminum products to market complementing the performance of the F Series.
As customers strive to increase net
payloads and reduce their costs per
mile, let’s introduce the new line of
Knapheide Aluminum service bodies.
Ford’s Aluminum Experience
1908 – 1927 Henry Ford used aluminum hoods on the Model T (20 HP engine) to keep the weight below 2000
lbs.
1993 - Ford built forty experimental
Mercury Sables with aluminum bodies (400 lbs. lighter with a 47% weight
reduction).
2003 - The Jaguar XJ sedan was a
creative mix of aluminum stampings
held together with epoxy adhesive,
steel rivets, standard hardware and a
few spot welds and was 60 % stiffer
and 200 lbs. lighter when Ford owned
Jaguar from 1990 -2008
2015 - Ford introduced the F-150 using 5000 and 6000 series aluminum
alloys and in 2017 added the same
aluminum alloys in the F-250 through
the F-550.
Reference - Car and Driver
December 19, 2014 edition
The Market
Chris Weiss, VP Engineering at Knapheide, currently Chairman of the
Board of the Green Truck Association
(an affiliate division of NTEA). “The
focus of Green Truck Association is
work truck initiatives driving toward
zero emissions with the light weighting of vehicles. Paralleling the GTA,
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Knapheide aluminum service bodies
reduced the weight of the vehicle and
increased the net payload. The GTA
continues the enhancement, productivity and performance of the 10,000
lbs. and under GVWR vehicles.”
Many regional preferences include
light weighting and corrosion resistance for the vehicle and contents. In
areas where corrosion is more prevalent, vans and vehicles with enclosed
cargo areas are preferred.
In the 1960s, The Knapheide Manufacturing Company incorporated high
strength steel in Knapheide farm bodies to increase net payloads. In 2011,
we developed a series of lightweight
platforms reducing the weight of a
Class VII compressed gas delivery
vehicle by 2500 lbs. hauling 20%
more product. The Knapheide development team started designing our
Aluminum service body in 2015 to
meet or exceed the structural benchmark of the industry’s leading steel
service body. Future Aluminum Products in the Knapheide Manufacturing
Company pipeline include Platforms,
KUVs and numerous other Knapheide core products. The design of
Knapheide’s aluminum service bodies started with a clean slate with no
preconceived ideas and a focus on
the weight savings and body performance requirements.
Knapheide implemented Four Design Concepts in the development of
Knapheide aluminum products.
I. Adhesives VS Welding
The advantages of joining materials
with adhesives versus mechanical
fasteners are extremely important in
Knapheide aluminum service bodies.
We tested all available adhesives on
the market and selected the best adhesives for the application.
When welding aluminum, the properties of the material near the weld

experience a loss of strength around
80%. The complete assembly of the
welded material may be re-heat-treated to restore the original strength. Because of the susceptibility of cracking
in the ‘heat affected zone’ of aluminum welds, Knapheide has chosen to
go with a predominately adhered and
fastened unit.
Adhesives distribute stress evenly
across the entire length of the bond
rather than concentrated at one or
more fastener points.
Adhesives enable the use of thinner,
lightweight materials distributing stress
across the entire length of the bond.
Resilient adhesives Reduce vibration
helping dissipate rather than transmit
energy.
The robotic application accurately
applies the adhesive over long distances, over 3700” on a 98” service
body, connecting the body components. Adhesives imbedded with glass
beads maintain the required material
separation as it meets the needed flex,
elasticity and stretch requirements.

II. Material Selection
Tempered 6061-T6 Military Grade
aluminum extrusions are the most
versatile of the heat-treatable aluminum alloys with a great range of
mechanical properties and corrosion
resistance. One of the most widely
used of the aluminum alloys, 6061T6 alloy features the highest tensile
strength of all 6061 types and used
in applications where high strength
to low weight ratios are critical such
as aircraft and aerospace industries. Compared to other aluminum
6061 variations, 6061-T6 has better machinability characteristics, an
improved anodizing response and
comparable corrosion resistance
properties.
Source - https://www.engineeringclicks.
com/6061-t6-aluminum/

IN the TRADES
5052 – H32 Marine Grade aluminum alloy has the highest strength
alloy of the more non heat-treatable
grades, 28K psi tensile strength and
33K psi ultimate tensile strength. The
fatigue strength is higher than most
other aluminum grades with good resistance to marine atmosphere and
salt-water corrosion. Marine Grade
aluminum has excellent workability and easily drawn or formed into
intricate shapes making it ideal in
aircraft components including body
panels and bumpers in the truck and
auto industry.
Source - https://www.metalsupermarkets.
com/what-aluminum-grade-should-i-use/

III. Advanced Fastening
Flow Drill aluminum fastening technology, described in the industry as a
“Solution looking for a Problem” is utilized throughout the aluminum industry. Knapheide’s “state of the art” Flow
Drill technology adapts to the condition, situation and elevation of the
aluminum materials connected. Flow
Drill technology is a ‘full structural fastener’ and cannot be compared to a
weld for speed, strength or integrity.
Flow Drill screws are removable as
needed for repairs and may be used
to fasten other components.

Over 40 Flow Drill screws are used
on every A698 service body and connect up to 3 layers of materials. Robotics utilize a state of the art camera
precisely locating the laser cut pilot
hole, spins the screw at 8000 RPM at
314.7 lbs. pressure. Friction heats the
material to 1200 degrees Fahrenheit
and the screw flows through the heated material as the speed changes to
set the screw at 8.11 ft-lb.
In just 3 seconds, the robotic driven
Flow Drill screw creates the hole,
anchors the layers of aluminum and
builds 25% more thread engagement
producing 50% more joint strength
in the connection. A number of other
manufacturers utilize Flow Drill technology to provide structural integrity
when connecting aluminum panels in
their products.
Ford F-150 – F-550, Corvette, Cadillac
CT6, Acura NSX, Mercedes-Benz SLS,
Audi TT, A4, A6 & A8, Porsche 911 &
Boxster, Lotus Evora, Jaguar XK, Ferrari California, Lamborghini Gallardo and
Knapheide Aluminum service bodies
Source - https://www.assemblymag.com/
articles/93220-flow-drilling-screws-helpcarmakers-shed-weight

IV. Manufacturing Footprint
Knapheide built a new 188,000 sq.
ft. aluminum manufacturing plant on
our campus in Quincy, Illinois with
production starting on schedule in
March 2018. The plant is isolated from
steel production, sized for growth and
designed for future product development.
Proven Results
Knapheide aluminum products
achieved the targeted goals and objectives with a market-leading product in design, function and longevity
meeting all of the customer’s expectations. We exceeding our 40% weight
reduction in service bodies and 50%
weight reduction in platforms. The
performance of our aluminum products had to live up to the benchmark
of our highly successful steel products. They passed extensive R & D
lab and consumer tests and OEM on
vehicle proving ground testing. Extensive testing tells us the Knapheide aluminum platforms ended up
stronger than comparable steel platforms. Competitive testing shows we
greatly outperform the industry with
these aluminum products.

AERIAL PHOTO OF KNAPHEIDE’S NEW MANUFACTURING PLANT
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TECHNOLOGY: STREAMLINING UPFITS

SOLVING THE FILLER NECK KIT MYSTERY

A

critical component of completing a work truck, the filler neck
has long been an element of vague
frustration for upfitters. We spoke to
both engineers and upfitters to understand the importance and benefits of using safe, legal, and reliable
filler neck kits.
What Are Filler Neck Kits?

A filler neck is the fuel system component that provides a pathway from
the external fuel cap to the OEM fuel
tank. While filler necks exist on all vehicles, filler neck kits are specifically
for upfitting incomplete work trucks.
Filler neck kits comprise various
tubes, clamps, and hoses that can
be manipulated into custom pathways to safely transfer fuel around
truck frames, tool boxes, or equipment on upfitted work trucks while
filling at 10+ gallons per minute.
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What Is The Most
Common Application For
Filler Neck Kits?
“These are commonly on what the
OEMs, Ford, RAM, and GM, call an
‘incomplete vehicle,’ which is simply
a truck cab with the bare frame rails,”
says Ben Winter, Director of Business Development at Transfer Flow.
Incomplete vehicles are upfitted to
function as a variety of work trucks,
including flat beds to haul hay, bricks,
or rocks; utility boxes to carry tools on
all sides of the bed; or dump trucks
where the bed needs the freedom to
articulate. The location and routing of
the filler neck can vary significantly
from application to application.
When incomplete vehicles come off
the line, they are equipped with a bag
of filler neck parts called a Dunnage
Kit and some hose on the frame. The
upfitter will use the accompanying

parts from the chassis to piece together a filler neck, however in many
instances, the OEM may not have
provided enough components for
the custom application; that’s when
Transfer Flow’s complete filler neck
kits come in handy.
What Is Included In
A Filler Neck Kit?
A typical filler neck kit consists of a
bezel, straight or formed filler neck
with fuel cap, straight or formed
transfer tube(s), various doublewalled rubber hoses, clamps, and
installation hardware. Each part included in a filler neck kit must meet
Society of Automotive Engineers
(SAE) standards.
“We aim to deliver a premier, out-ofthe-bag solution for these upfitters,”
explains Michael Larocco, Manager
of Engineering at Transfer Flow. “By
adhering to the most stringent testing
standards outlined by CARB [California Air Resources Board], we are
able to provide the executive orders
that re-certify the legality of that vehicle’s fill portion in all U.S. states,
which ends up saving the upfitter
time, money, and effort.”
Most of the parts included in the
filler neck kits are engineered and
manufactured at the Transfer Flow
production facility in Chico, California. “Although the shapes and components of each filler neck may vary
from application to application, the
production path involves many of the
same stations. Filler neck parts pass
through the horizontal band saw,
the swaging machine, the hydraulic
beading machine, small parts welding, and pressure testing to ensure a
premier product,” says Brian Smith,
Mechanical Engineer at Transfer
Flow. “We work with materials of all
sizes, so we have engineered the
necessary tooling to allow us to be
agile in our production capabilities.”

TECHNOLOGY: STREAMLINING UPFITS
What Is The Benefit Of
Using A Filler Neck Kit?
Upfitters are responsible for building out the body and completing the
fill portion of the vehicle using CARBcertified filler neck parts. “CARB regulates aftermarket filler neck kits by
mandating that the consumer must
be able to safely pump gasoline into
the vehicle at 10 gallons or more per
minute,” adds Winter. “That’s why we
run multiple fill tests at 10 gallons per
minute on all of our filler neck kits. As
a rule, we hold our diesel filler neck
kits to the same standards.”
Installing a Transfer Flow filler neck
kit gives the upfitter confidence that
they will be able to complete the job
legally and efficiently, while providing
the customer with a safe and reliable
work truck.
“We’ve been buying filler necks from
Transfer Flow for years, without their
complete filler neck kits, we would
have to purchase hose, have pipe
bent, and hope we can put together
something that works. It’s a pain,”
says Gary Stromer, Parts Manager
at LCL Truck Equipment in Hastings,
NE. “With Transfer Flow filler necks,
none of that’s a concern. We’re saving time, and time is money.”

What If I Only Need A Filler
Neck Part To Complete The
Upfit?
There are other instances when
the upfitter only needs one or two
additional components, maybe a
90-degree elbow or a few more feet
of hose, to use in conjunction with
the OEM-supplied filler neck parts
to complete the finish work. Transfer Flow manufactures and sells filler
neck parts individually. However on
gasoline applications, the upfitter is
responsible for running the fill tests
and completing the necessary paperwork for re-certifying the vehicle
for compliance, as Transfer Flow’s
executive orders only apply to complete filler neck kits.

Many leading upfitters use
Transfer Flow retrofit filler neck
kits, including Knapheide
Manufacturing Company, Monroe
Truck Equipment, Cummins, and
Reading Equipment. Ford dealerships can purchase our filler neck
kits directly from us or refer their
upfitters to our filler neck kits.
Our filler neck kits are designed
for specific vehicles to ensure a
perfect fit, easy installation and
Transferflow quality and safety.
Whether the application is a pickup
box delete, a pickup converted to a
utility body, or a cab chassis work
truck, our filler neck kits come with
all parts needed to install on Ford
pickups and cab chassis. Our filler
neck kits are also available for diesel and gas vehicles (our gas filler
neck kits come with a CARB EO)

ABOUT TRANSFER FLOW

Transfer Flow is the leading manufacturer of premier American-made
fuel systems and vehicle accessories. All Transfer Flow products are
engineered and manufactured in Chico, California and are backed by 35
years of industry-leading craftsmanship and engineering excellence.
Transfer Flow offers a variety of OEM
quality retrofit filler neck kits for pickups and cab chassis. Whether your
application is a pickup box delete, a
pickup converted to a utility body, or
a cab chassis work truck, they’ve got
it covered. All filler neck kits are engineered and designed for specific vehicles to ensure a perfect fit and easy
installation. All kits come complete
with everything needed for installation, including detailed instructions.
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TECHNOLOGY: CELEBRATING 40 YEARS, LOOKING TOWARD 40 MORE

INNOVATING NEW DESIGNS AND TRUCK BODY TECHNOLOGY

S

CELZI Enterprises has been
building superior quality truck
bodies for nearly 40 years (since
1979). From the very beginning their
focus has been on high quality and
innovation. The Scelzi brothers didn’t
want to just build truck bodies, they
wanted to build rugged, reliable work
trucks that looked as good on the outside as they did on the inside – from
the welded joints to the superior door
seals and heavy duty hinges. When
a truck body is built with the best
tools, materials, and techniques, it
can perform well for years to come.
It has not been easy, but selecting
the right people using the right tools
has always been a key component
of the Scelzi success. In 2018 the
team at Scelzi has made additions
and enhancements to a wide variety
of techniques and equipment they
use to manufacture some of the best
truck bodies in the world.

New Equipment
Ramping up production without
compromising quality is a big challenge for anyone who makes the
premiere quality product in their
field. For Scelzi Enterprises, it means
constantly looking for new ways to efficiently cut, bend, and shape steel.
Their new Amada LCG Series Laser
Cutter arrived in late Summer, and is
already yielding huge benefits in the
Brake and Shear department. Sitting
next to its older brother (an Amada
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EMK Series), the newer machine
can cut and stack steel sheets up
to 50% faster and with enhanced
automation features, including 24/7
unattended operation. And it is rated
Energy Efficient.
Scelzi has also been updating the
computer systems that help run their
business, recently implementing
more streamlined work order and
inventory management features.
Each process is customized to make
the most efficient use of production
methods and still maintain the legendary Scelzi Quality. That includes
the customer service to their dealer
network as well.
Supporting Tech Education
Ongoing education and staying current
with the latest manufacturing trends
is also important to Scelzi. This past
May they co-sponsored the 4th
Annual Manufacturing Summit in
Fresno, a conference for Central
California manufacturing companies
to discuss shared challenges they
face in the region. From new technologies, to dealing with steel price
variations, to Safety on the shop
floor, all the way to cybersecurity
concerns for growing businesses. It
was also an excellent way to meet
prospective new employees and
network with key suppliers and professionals in related industries.

Scelzi is also co-sponsor of the
annual CareerTech student fair
in Fresno in October each year,
where students and families meet
with local companies in technology
and trade-related fields to start planning
a career. This event has grown so
large it will be held in a minor league
baseball stadium in 2018. Scelzi has
proudly been involved in this event
for several years, helping to plant the
seeds for future success in the next
generation of engineers, designers,
welders, etc.
Success doesn’t come easily, and
maintaining success without compromising quality is harder still. Scelzi
Enterprises continues to do both with
their eyes clearly focused on both the
present and on the future.
For more information visit
www.seinc.com

TECHNOLOGY: NEW SOLUTIONS

TECHNOLOGY DRIVES THE REVOLUTION

W

ork Truck Solutions launched a
major release of new solutions
and now offers three packages, each
tailored to business goals voiced by
their dealer partners. Each package
offers different levels of inventory management, analytics, sales tools, SEO
support, and marketing services.
“Over the last six years evolving our
solution, developing our service, and
growing our dealer network - over 900
dealers now - we have been listening
carefully to dealers who want to be
successful selling commercial. We are
very excited and proud to offer these
new options for them,” says Kathryn
Schifferle, founder and CEO of Work
Truck Solutions. “These options will
give dealers the flexibility to tailor the
service to their needs.”
The three Commercial Vehicle Management (CVM) packages offered by
Work Truck Solutions are: Essentials,
VIP, and VIP+Boost.
Essentials provides dealers with comprehensive commercial vehicle management, a nationwide trade and locate
network, sales and prospecting tools,
plus basic SEO and analytics. The new
Navigation page helps each FordPro
work faster and easier.
The VIP package adds specialized call
management, used commercial, custom
exports, historical purchase info, and advanced data and analytics. VIP dealers
will have access to detailed reports on
inventory, sales team, web traffic and
other metrics. A Dealer Success Coach
will also provide consultations to put the
reports into context, providing specific
insights and recommendations based

on the VIP dealer’s data. Other benefits
include enhanced dealer trade settings
and content pages to support SEO.
VIP+Boost includes everything from
the Essentials and VIP packages, along
with highly-targeted commercial email
marketing and social media ad campaigns. VIP+Boost drives relevant traffic
from Facebook, Instagram, Messenger,
and the dealership’s existing mailing lists
to the dealer’s commercial inventory.
“We are proud we provide dealers with
the most optimized way to display their
commercial inventory on their website
for commercial buyers,” Schifferle explains. “Our new packages take our
commitment to commercial dealer success a step further and offer dealers
visibility, flexibility and control over their
commercial business.” A full comparison and description of features of each
package can be found at https://www.
worktrucksolutions.com/pricing.
“Since we have added tools and features to our commercial inventory management system providing prospecting,
networking, and business intelligence
solutions, we wanted to make it easy for
anyone at the dealership to use those
solutions to run their business better,”
continues Schifferle. “That is why we
partnered with Skillo, a Learning Management System (LMS), to offer dealerships interactive, online training on how
to run their commercial business better
and sell more trucks.”
Logged into Work Truck Solutions,
dealers can find a new On Demand
Training portal where they have a collection of materials they can revisit
whenever they want. These materials
include step-by-step how-to videos,
quizzes to foster deeper learning, quick
references to refresh a user’s memory,
and links to helpful industry resources.
“Partnering with a leading edge LMS
who has deep links to Detroit seemed
the best approach. After over seven
months of design and development by
our Leader of Training and Development, Holly Bailey, the Work Truck Solutions development team, and the Skillo
team, I am very excited about how innovative, comprehensive and fun this
experience is for our dealers.”

The growing library of topics currently
includes how to use Work Truck Solutions’ 2-Minute Prospecting tool to promote a dealership’s trucks to a targeted
audience; how to use their My Buyers
page, a simple CRM tool; how to use
the Bulk Pricing tool to add sales and rebates to online inventory, and more.
“There’s a serious need for education
and training in the commercial industry,” says Schifferle. “As Baby Boomers
retire and Millennials take their place
in commercial dealerships, valuable
knowledge will be lost. Our platform
can take that commercial knowledge
crucial to this industry, capture it, then
add in simple and effective technology.
Maintaining relationships is still critical,
but even the most mature of us know
that the channels of communications
and tools are changing. Small business commercial buyers and fleets rely
on their dealer’s knowledge to buy the
right vehicles. Our goal is to make sure
that happens the best way for the dealership. By providing better information
with tools like Skillo, helping dealerships understand and run their businesses in a digital world, we hope to
contribute to the future success of the
entire work truck industry.”
Kevin Lustig, CEO of Skillo, shares
Work Truck Solutions’ enthusiasm for
the partnership. “We are beyond excited
to partner with Work Truck Solutions.
They provide a tremendous service in
the commercial automotive space and
we believe Skillo’s technology will help
make an already smooth process for
their customers even more seamless.”
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TECHNOLOGY: GOAL LISTING

COACH KEN

COMMERCIAL DEPARTMENT SUCCESS LIST

I

n my 18 years plus experience in the
commercial and fleet vehicle business I’ve seen all the things that create success as well as the things that
guarantee failure. Often the dealership
management that is retail oriented does
not have a full understanding of what
it takes to start or grow a commercial
and fleet department. This checklist is
a guide regarding what it takes for long
term success. With each item I have
rated the item as “Critical” or just “Important.” I did not include anything on the
list that was not at least important. If you
are strong in an area simply put a “check
mark,” If you are weak or say
“we don’t do that” leave the line blank.
__1. We have three times the inventory that we plan on selling in an average month. (Critical) Most of your clients
need the vehicle “now.” Don’t think you
will survive on dealer trades.
__2. Our pay plan base covers a new
hire for at least 9 months with an option
to extend if they are showing improvement. (Critical). Outside sales is a process, it takes time to build. A 90-Day
draw against commission will create a
revolving door of sales people that could
have been great but the pay plan eliminated them.
__3. You spend at least $100-$200
per unit sold on advertising and marketing. (Critical). The average dealership
spends five times that much money on
the retail side.
__4. Do not allow retail sales consultants to sell any vehicle that requires
technical knowledge unless they have
taken all the course work that is required
to be certified to sell commercial and
fleet by the manufacturer (Critical) Why?
Lost sales, lost prospects, and liability. If
a prospect asks for something as simple
as a trailer hitch you better know what
questions to ask or you most likely sold
the wrong truck. Funny, very few retails
sales people will take the course work to
sell commercial. If they do, move them
to commercial and fleet!
__5. Make sure you have at least two
commercial sales consultants and a full-
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time commercial sales manager. If you
try to grow the business with one person,
it will be an endless struggle. He or she
will be trapped between going out and
making sales calls or letting retail sales
people pick off their hard-earned prospects who show up at the dealership.
Other than inventory, this is the second
most frequent reason dealerships fail at
commercial and fleet sales. (Critical)
__6. Take the new or used vehicle to
the customer with the paperwork. If you
make the commercial prospect come to
the dealership to purchase their vehicle,
spend three hours of their valuable time,
and then be oversold by the finance
department don’t plan on them coming
back a second time. Business owners,
especially small businesses are lean
and the owner most likely is out on jobs
or overloaded with work. If you want to
win them over for life, go to them and
make their lives easier! (Critical)
__7. Commit to a CRM that is built for
business to business sales and don’t
overload the business customer with
endless emails and sales calls from
the dealership. I have seen situations
where the business owner became irritated with the endless marketing and
contacts. In addition, it is difficult to put
all the important information into a CRM
that is designed for consumer sales versus business to business. (Important)
__8. Display at least one of each upfitted vehicle on the front line of the dealership and park the upfitted vehicles
backwards to business owners can see
the upfit. Remember when you bought
a new vehicle? You suddenly started
noticing everyone who owned a similar
vehicle! Imagine the business owner
driving by your dealership. He or she will
immediately notice your work vehicles
and most likely say to himself or herself,
“Wow! I didn’t know that dealership sold
commercial vehicles! I have story after
story of business owners walking onto
the showroom floor because they saw
frontline display. (Double critical!)
__9. Once you have a new commercial customer, stay in touch no less than

monthly. The most critical period in the
relationship is the first 30 to 90 days
when they are breaking in the vehicle
and forming a conscious and subconscious opinion of your dealerships and
you! This is the time you are most likely
to get referrals if you have “Wowed”
them with your great follow-up. (Important)
__10. After the first sale to a new customer ask for their vendor referrals. If
you follow my plan you will end up with
10-25 prospects names every time. At
least 50% of those prospects will turn
into buyers! Email me at ken@coachkentaylor.com and I will send you our
entire program on how to get these referrals effortlessly. (Critical)
__11. Let the commercial manager or
experienced sales consultant order the
vehicles that fit their customers or that
are hard to find, especially upfitted vehicles. Many of the manufacturers have
floor plan programs to assist you. There
is nothing worse than a white work truck
that has been ordered with carpeting and all the options that a business
owner does not need for his tech who is
driving all day long. Yes, vinyl seats and
floors and window cranks are the way to
go! (Critical)
__12. Make sure your entire commercial staff and more importantly the
finance department understands TRAC
Leasing and lines of credit. The worst
thing that can happen to the business
owner is to be placed on a closed ended
lease and at the end is thousands of
miles over on mileage and the truck has
been beat to death! TRAC Leasing is
designed for the business owners needs
and is adjustable. A line of credit takes
the pain out of their next truck purchase
and ties them to you long term. (Critical)

COACH KEN
__13. GMs and dealer principals need
to understand the basics of commercial
and fleet. It is a long-term investment,
not a quick hit. The upfront grosses are
usually three to five times higher than
retail and with the support of leadership
supporting all of the above items it is
amazing what happens! (Double critical)
__14. Utilize the software tools that are
available to commercial departments
like Work Truck Solutions (www.worktrucksolutions.com) and Commercial
Truck Trader (www.commercialtrucktrader.com) These software tools extend
your marketing coast to coast and act
as outbound marketing tools to stay in
touch with customers and prospects.
(Critical)
__15. Participate in your manufacturer’s vehicle loaner program. The business owner and their drivers will love
you when you can provide a vehicle for
them to drive when their work vehicle is
in the shop. These programs can actually be money makers if done correctly. I
have dealers that keep used work trucks
to provide loaners with service bodies
and even upfitted vans. (Important)
__16. Provide a pick up and delivery
option for servicing the business owners

work vehicles and leave them a loaner.
This is a game changer! Few dealerships do it, but your service department
will grow dramatically. You will earn more
per service incident from commercial
than retail due to the number of miles the
trucks are driven and the extreme wear
and tear. They will also buy more often.
These are busy people whom have a
business to run and grow. Taking time
off to bring in a truck takes money out of
their pocket! (Important)
__17. Continual training is a key to the
growth of your commercial and fleet department. Make sure your sales staff has
been fully certified and take advantage
of all the educational materials and opportunities in the market. (go to my website, www.commercialtrucktraining.com
for free educational materials and dates
on our Ultimate Boot Camps. (Important)
__18. Join organizations like associations (Home Builders, AGC, ABC,
PHCC) and business to business networking groups (www.bni.com or www.
letip.com). This multiplies your sales
opportunities. A typical association will
have several hundred members who for
the most part drive work vehicles. I call
this a “target rich environment.” You can

spend a day making five sales calls or
you can attend a one hour meeting and
meet ten new people! If you work it right,
business networking groups and associations will become well over half to two
thirds of your business base! (Critical)
__19. As a commercial manager, make
sales calls with your outside sales consultants. You don’t know what they are
doing if you aren’t with them face to face
in front of customers. Just half a day
once a month is enough to keep them
focused. (Important)
__20. Send a weekly report to the
dealership management team to keep
they informed of activities, successes
and goals. If they don’t know what you
are doing them will think you are not doing very much. Andy Burns at McGrath
Auto Group in Cedar Rapids, Iowa is a
master at this! It makes a difference in
managements commitment level (Very
Critical!)
For more information about
Ken Taylor & Associates’ Commercial
Automotive Consulting program call
1-866-446-2966, or go to
www.coachkentaylor.com

Kargo Master makes
your Ford Transit
ready for work.
TRUCK RACKS, VAN RACKS,
VAN SHELVING & ACCESSORIES
FOR FORD PROS
UPFIT YOUR FORD WORK VEHICLES WITH

KARGO MASTER
TRUSTED SINCE 1982

© 2018 Kargo Master. All Rights Reserved.

800-343-7486

|

KARGOMASTER.COM
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TECHNOLOGY: TOOLS OR TOYS?

DEALERSHIP SUCCESS:

SUCCESSFUL ACQUISITION AND IMPLEMENTATION OF DIGITAL MARKETPLACE TOOLS

H

ave you ever noticed how often
and how easily desperation can
get people caught-up in the newest
trends and gadgets? The self-help
book, the new diet plan, the treadmill…
How many people are happy with
their results? Not many. Most of
these people would sheepishly admit that the reason they are not getting the results they want is simply
because they bought it, may or may
not have read the instructions, used
it briefly (if at all), and then threw it
away or repurposed it as a doorstop,
clothes-rack, etc. Some even contin-

ACQUISITION
Paralysis of Choice is the first issue. So many digital choices! Some
dealerships, knowing that their existing tools may be lacking in some
area(s) decide to take on the digital
world on their own - but then what?
Will a new CRM solve the problem?
How? Perhaps a new marketing
campaign? Maybe having multiple
dealer sites? What about SEO?
One toe in the water brings a shoal
of piranha-salespeople, each ready
to impress. With all of the options

you’ve got to be specific.” A big mistake many dealerships make is simply throwing money at a new “solution” without identifying what actually
needs to change in order to achieve
their desired result. Generally, this
means that they didn’t ask specific
questions, and a quick purchase is
made out of desperation. Even if the
purchased tool is amazing for others,
it will never be for you if you don’t truly know why you bought it. Buy the
right tool(s) to achieve your goals.
Hold your provider - and yourself accountable for these goals.

It is not the most intelligent or the strongest that survive,
but the one that is most adaptable to change.
ue to throw money away, expecting
that the act of spending their money
is the extent of their responsibility to
meet their own goals.
When a dealership decides that they
are unhappy with results, the current
answer is to lean into the digital marketplace. Here tools are paid for, but
many just don’t get the results they
think they are paying for. The issues
roll up under two basic arenas: Acquisition and Implementation. Let’s
take a look …
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available, many dealerships backpedal in confusion, with their dealership falling further and further behind the leading-edge. A thorough
data-driven analysis of what is and
isn’t working will expose the areas
that need attention, which will help
to identify what types of tools would
be helpful, and which ones may be
superfluous to your needs.
Fuzzy Goals will slowly kill any
business. A wise person I know often says “If you want to be terrific,

IMPLEMENTATION
So - what should a dealership do
with its new tools? The first, most
critical step (that is missed by most)
is to truly learn the product. If this
new digital tool was purchased for
a specific reason, then there are
specific steps necessary to generate those intended results. Although
there are plenty of people out there
who can indeed figure it all out on
their own, the vast majority of actual users already have a full plate
of responsibilities, thinning out their
ability to put time and focus into the
learning process for something completely new. It is imperative that you
provide the users of the tools the
time and resources necessary to allow them to learn HOW to use the
tool the way it was intended, the way
it was sold to you.
The second step is your time-commitment. If the salesperson who
got you set up indicated a minimum
amount of time before you can expect

TECHNOLOGY: TOY OR TOOL?

DEALERSHIP SUCCESS
to see certain results, then you
should probably commit to that full
amount of time. And I do mean commit. Starting with the learning process mentioned above, and then
moving forward through usage, it is
exceedingly important to allow yourselves and your new digital tool the
time to generate measurable, even if
it is just a trend, results.
The third step is feedback. Let’s
say that you have learned how to
operate your new digital tools inside and out. Fantastic. Whether
it’s now the greatest thing ever(!) or
riddled with problems, you’ve done
your due diligence to uncover its value to you. Without feedback though,
you have what you have and that’s
it. Very little additional growth can
come from this. Communicate with
your provider. Depending on how

its going, they will likely have recommended changes to further refine/
tweak to your needs. They will have
additional offerings that may boost
your results, or even allow you to expand their services into other areas
that could use some help. And the
best ones are eager for your input on
how they can improve their solution.
To paraphrase Charles Darwin, the
cold truth is this: It is not the most intelligent or the strongest that survive,
but the one that is most adaptable to
change. Know what you want. Determine what you need based on the
effectiveness of what you already
have. Commit 100% to the change,
and then evaluate its effectiveness.
The digital world will
be as precise as you are.

SHAWN HORSWILL

Work Truck Solutions
Vice President, Customer Success
shawn.horswill@worktrucksolutions.com
(530) 553-4776

Shawn has years of hands-on experience in the world of cloud-based IT,
development, and support operations.
As the VP of Customer Success,
Shawn is responsible for customer
care, on-boarding, and the company’s
Dealer Success organization.
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TECHNOLOGY: EDUCATING YOURSELF

TERRY’S BLOG
http://www.ctsblog.net/

TO BECOME A STUDENT ONCE AGAIN

W

hat is the value of the written
word versus the spoken word?
Mainly, it is time. There is time to
think a thought through, arrange,
rearrange, add, delete, change. It
is the luxury of long pauses with no
one knowing. It is the excitement of
flowing expression. It is improving
expression. It is a more permanent
expression.
Back in early 2011, I finally decided
to write the book, Commercial Truck
Success. I had accumulated a lot
of knowledge on the subject over
many years and thought it might be
of value to others. As I tried to write,
I struggled to get words on the page
even with an outline. So, I had an
idea. I asked a friend who was at
the time an editor and a writer if we
could do some vocal sessions with a
recorder and then transcribe it into
the book.
I actually believed that this was a
good idea. We had several sessions
and as I spoke, answered questions
and so on, what I heard coming out
of my mouth vocally sounded pretty
good. It was fun too. I knew the subject, and I spoke about it easily. But,
writing it seemed like hard work in
comparison.
Finally, I got some of the transcripts
of the sessions. As I read the words,
I wondered who the heck that was.

It wasn’t me. It was someone else. It
wasn’t clean, clear and crisp, it was
all over the place and hard to follow.
It sucked. I mean, it really sucked.
That’s when I decided that if I was
going to write this book, I would have
to actually write the book. Once I got
that spoken word transcribed to the
paper idea out of my system, the
resistance I was experiencing went
away, and the words became a book.
The value of this experience was

In the process of writing it, I learned
better how to express myself--to take
it out of my head and on to paper.
I also learned that overcoming my
own resistance was the real issue.
But, as I was willing to get started-even with the dictation theory, then
the real deal, the resistance went
away on its own. Resisting resistance is a zero-sum game.
Ever taken the long way by accident on a journey? It didn’t change

“With every book,
you go back to school.
You become a student.”
-- John Irving
that I learned so much in the process. I became a student as well
as a teacher. Though my great idea
of dictating the book was terrible, I
learned how the spoken word has
value in other ways. It is certainly
possible and there may be many
who do well with the process of dictating a book, but it taught me to just
sit down and get it done by doing it.

the fact of the arrival but look at all
the interesting scenery found on
that other path.
It is interesting how many times
I am reminded that the journey is
more valuable than the destination,
and, there are so many routes to the
same place!

Terry Minion
Commercial Truck Success

COMMERCIAL TRUCK

Building or Rebuilding an Effective, Successful, and Profitable
Commercial Truck Operation within a Retail Auto Dealership

By Terry R. Minion
		Buy
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Now Available on Amazon.com!

the book @ www.ctsdealer.net

TECHNOLOGY: RULES!

MY TOP TECHNOLOGY TIPS AND RESOURCES

O

ne thing you can take to the
bank in our modern world of
commercial and fleet sales and
marketing is “technology rules!” For
Baby Boomers like me this can be
a challenge but there is no denying that all these changes make it
easier to have a competitive advantage in today’s marketplace. Okay, I
admit it, this “new technology stuff”
can make a significant difference
in growing the business. So, what
have I learned in the last few years
that have made my clients and me
better sales professionals? Here is
my “Top” technology tips and innovations (not in any order) that I think
can make a difference in your sales
and profit levels.

Commercial Truck TraderThis web portal has been around
for awhile but still one of my favorites. If used correctly you can not
only move “unique” inventory but at
a premium profit. It turns your local
dealership into a national player! I
won’t go into detail on how to make
it work for you, but it can be a game
changer. Many dealers are hesitant
to stock inventory that would be considered exotic or unique based on
the fear it will not move in a timely
manner. Commercial Truck Trader
expands your reach across the nation. It is not uncommon for a dealer
to fly to your location, pick up the vehicle and drive across the country.
(commercialtrucktrader.com)

Work Truck SolutionsThis software solves a lot of “web
based” problems that have plagued
commercial and fleet dealerships
for years. Often finding commercial
vehicles on the dealership’s website
was (and is) a monumental task. First
you had to guess which tab on the
homepage lead to finding a flatbed
truck with a stake body. Five or six
clicks later you might (and I do mean
“might”) find what you are searching.
Fast forward to Work Truck Solutions! Go to the main homepage of a
dealer who has WTS, look at the tabs
across the top of the page and one
tab stands out, “Work Trucks.” You
don’t have to be smarter than a fifth
grader to know where that tab leads.
Click it and guess what? It leads you
to a website that has a carousel with
every upfit you can imagine. Click a
body style and a massive amount
of inventory appears! This is a true
“Wow Factor.” Much of the inventory
is from other dealerships that can become your trading partners yet there
is no way the prospect can discover
this fact. This is a great software for
any dealership but especially dealers
who do not have a massive amount
of inventory.
(www.worktrucksolutions.com)

LinkedinThere is a reason Microsoft bought
Linkedin for billions of dollars, it gave
Microsoft exposure to the business
to business marketplace and expand
their products. Think of Linkedin as
the business to business version of
Facebook. If used effectively, it can
lead to new prospects and a strong
presence in social media. I consider
it a “must have” tool for commercial
sales consultants. (Linkedin.com)
Rigdig.comThis little-known web-based tool
can help you not only locate fleets in
your area, it can give you accurate
information on the number, type,
age, and vehicle records for local
businesses. Many of our customers
use this as a powerful prospecting
tool.

Construction JournalThis South Florida company tracks
bid opportunities nationwide and can
give you detailed information on the
location, time, and date for bids in
your area. It serves as a great opportunity to attend the meetings and
meet key decision makers. It also
gives you the opportunity to keep
your business network informed of
opportunities in your area. A great
value add to notify your customers
and prospects of ways to grow their
business thanks to you! Go to www.
constructionjournal.com.
RL Polk/HIS MarkitThis long-term prospecting tool only
gets better. Many of the dealers who
use this tool are able to take advantage of target marketing by quantifying specific search criteria such as
make, model, type, and age of vehicles owned by specific companies
in your area.
Commercial & Fleet FanpageOne of our best customers, McGrath Auto Group uses this to the
max with weekly posts, a ton of followers and use of Facebook live to
promote events. They get businesses calling to buy vehicles! It is a no
cost, low cost way to increase your
marketing reach, influence the market, and grow your business.
These great tools are the starting
point to maximizing the growth of
your business and taking the headaches out of prospecting and marketing. Check them out and put them
into your long-term business plan.

By Ken Taylor
For more information about
Ken Taylor & Associates’ Commercial
Automotive Consulting program call
1-866-446-2966, or go to
www.coachkentaylor.com
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UPCOMING FORDPRO EVENTS: TRADESHOWS

ATLANTA, GA
AHR Expo
Jan 14-16, 2019
https://ahrexpo.com/
BALTIMORE, MD
Remodeling Expo
Jan 18-20, 2019
h t t p s : / / w w w. h o m e showcenter.com/

SAN FRANCISCO, CA
2019 NADA
Jan 24-27, 2019
h t t p s : / / s h o w. n a d a .
org/2019/

LAS VEGAS, NV
National Association
of Home Builders
2019 Feb 19-21, 2019
https://buildersshow.
com/Home/

The industry’s first zero-reach ladder rack.

Zero
Reach!

Low Profile

The S.M.A.R.T. generation of Prime Design’s patented, award winning, ErgoRack has arrived!
Improve your fleet’s overall productivity and safety with Simply the Most Advanced Rack Technology.

Call 877-463-7225 or visit primedesign.net
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FORD TRUCK CLUB
NEWS & EVENTS

IF YOU CAN’T BE THERE,
SEND SOMEONE
A Note From Joe Hughes

The Work Truck Show will be in
Indianapolis in March. If you are a
member of a Truck Club/Association,
and can’t make it, you should vote
to send one of your officers to the
Show, to spend at least a day seeing the latest and greatest products
and better understand the trends that
are moving the industry in directions
not yet being reported or observed
in your market. When that person
SAVE THE DATE CPAFTA
NOVEMBER MEETING
Wednesday, November 14, 2018
Following the FORD CVT Training
LANCASTER DOUBLE
TREE RESORT
2400 WILLOW STREET PIKE
LANCASTER, PA
RSVP
JIM FINCHEN
jfinchen@hoffmanford.com
OR SCOTT LAMBERT
scott_lambert@manderbachford.com

comes back, they can report to the
Club what they observed and that
you need to know about.
Since your designee is not “home”
taking care of their own local business (therefore losing those opportunities), the Club might consider extending an offer to pay a significant
portion of the out-of-pocket expenses
that person incurs.
The next issue will focus on the upcoming Work Truck Show, but NOW
is the time to reserve rooms, flights,
etc., to be economical.
If your Club is sending someone, let
us know. We’ll meet on Wednesday
morning for a Club Members’ breakfast. If more than six Clubs alert us
that they are sending someone, we
can pre-arrange a half-day session,
Tuesday afternoon, to talk about
the strengths that make each Club
unique and successful. Your Club
will be better for it!

HOUSTON TRUCK
CLUB CHRISTMAS
Party Tues Dec 11, 2018
Spindletap Brewery 6-9 PM
Buffet and All the
Beer You Can Consume
*Commemorative Glass*
Admission Free for Truck Club /
Guests $25
Food; Fun; Camaraderie
DOOR PRIZES 50/50 Drawing
Please RSVP to
Ed Miller by 12/1/16
emiller@chastangford.com
or 713-678-5007
Look for our Truck Club
on Facebook !

CENTRAL FLORIDA
SEPTEMBER MEETING
AT OMNI ORLANDO RESORT
PHOTO ALBUM

DINNER & MEETING IS $45.00
NOMINATIONS FOR OFFICERS
SPONSORS NEEDED
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CUP o'JOE: WAKE UP CALL!

W

elcome to a new
“column” (actually
a whole page) where we
will share experiences that
made a difference in the
ongoing career routine of
a FordPro. Although the
writer will tell of his own
exploits, foibles, etc., in
the beginning, it would
be great if you would tell
me a ‘good one’ that I can
learn from, and then pass
along to the rest of us. If
you want me to “change
the names to protect the
innocent…” I’m happy to
do that. But I know that I
have had some experiences
I wouldn’t wish on anyone,
and you may have as well.
So let’s just chat and relax,
and have an occasional
laugh at my expense!
Most of my stories have
a relatively common challenge of dealing with my
need for speed. Hurrying
to place orders…for the
wrong cab, or no PTO (6),
or wrong seats (24!), wrong
color, etc. This one is relatively short and relates to
a customer who wanted to
replace a unique vehicle he
had in his fleet. The unit
was quite unique, and he
only sent me a picture of it.
The picture showed an aluminum flat dump with low
sides, and it had a liftgate
on the back(!) In the 20+
years I had been selling f/c

at the time, I had never seen
anything like it. The only
thing he wanted different
from the original was that
he wanted the new unit to
run on propane.

I had sold John 10-12 units
at the time, and we had a
good relationship.

folks that put this one on…
just get me the chassis with
propane already installed.”
So, I ordered the unit, ordered the propane conversion from ROUSH at the
plant, etc. The unit came
and I delivered it to the
bodybuilder that he specified: a top-notch one that I

His business was located
some thirty miles away,
and I didn’t go to see the
unit he was replacing (big
mistake). I asked him a
number of questions, told
him I wasn’t sure how I
could provide it, and he
said, “Don’t worry about
the bed, I’ll contact the

use, but not very often.
When “they” delivered
the unit to John, he was
distraught: the flat bed
didn’t have the ability to
dump! It turns out, when
he ordered it from the distributor, he was asked if
he wanted a “hoist.” You
see where this is going! He

said no, he wouldn’t have
need of a hoist. Distributor
assumed “hoist” is a lift for
the bed. John assumed the
“hoist” was something like
a Venturo Crane. Major
problem.
To complicate matters
further, the propane tanks
made it impossible to insert
a “hoist” where it would
usually go, and made the
flatbed with sides much
higher, and almost unusable.
...... Lesson Learned
From that day forward,
I will not order a chassis
for a client, unless I know
precisely what they intend to install, and use
it for. This man almost
lost his job, and I almost
lost a good client. Because he told me “not to
worry about it: just get
the chassis.”
Furthermore, until the
bodybuilder/installer
agrees that the combination
is feasible, we don’t have a
deal. Everybody wins.
Have another Cup on me!
Send me your stories at
JoeHughes@fordpros.com
When I use yours, I’ll send
you a $50 Starbucks card!

SURVEY COMING SOON!
DO YOU PASS ALONG YOUR FORDPROS COPY?
WHAT’S YOUR FAVORITE FPM SECTION?
WHICH DO YOUR PREFER: PRINT, NEWSLETTER, OR WEBSITE?
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THE EASY WAY TO BOOST PRODUCTIVITY.
Adrian Steel’s Drop Down and Grip Lock Ladder Racks are designed with
ergonomics and user safety in mind. Whether you’re upfitting a single van
or an entire fleet, Adrian Steel has just what you need. Increased efficiency
starts now.
© Adrian Steel Company 2018, all rights reserved. Adrian Steel Company is an independent equipment
manufacturer, prices may vary. Please visit AdrianSteel.com to contact your local distributor for further details.

AdrianSteel.com

